1. RSB advice to Government (extract):

“Government should publicly explain the rationale behind their decision making if they choose not to take the advice of a SAC and/or reflect scientific evidence.”

“SACs should have access to training and media advice from independent science press officers outside of Government in order to communicate their position effectively.”

2. Government’s decision:

“The Government observes that this [link between SAC advice and departmental policy decision making] will, rightly, remain an issue that requires continuous management through good working relationships and clear, open, formal processes.”

“The Government agrees that engagement is an important aspect of the work of SACs and that good media skills are necessary for effective presentation and transparent operation of SAC activity and advice. The Code will continue to reflect this important issue.”

Read the Government’s code of practice for SACs, published in 2011

How you can get involved:

Update your mySociety profile
So we can seek your expertise
Or learn about RSB membership

Contribute to an open consultation
To help us collate your advice
rsb.org.uk/open-consultations

Explore our policy resource library
To read past responses
rsb.org.uk/policylib